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President Trump has made no secret of his dislike of the Joint Comprehensive Plan
of Action (JCPOA) Iranian nuclear deal, and when he decided to pull out of the
deal, and re-impose US sanctions, he made it clear that Iran would suffer economic
isolation. The new set of sanctions by US on Iran comes six months after the Trump
administration quit the Iranian nuclear deal.
In May 2018, President Trump announced that US will be re-instituting the highest level of economic
sanctions on Iran, and that any nation that helps Iran to develop its nuclear weapons could also be
sanctioned by US.1 The sanctions proposed by the Trump administration were put into action in two
stages. First in August 2018, in which Iran was no longer able to buy US dollars, and trade in gold, as
well as aluminium and steel. The second stage took effect from November 5, 2018 under which
more sanctions have been be placed on Iran's oil industry, shipping and banking sector. According to
the State Department, the new sanctions will also apply to all nuclear cooperation with Iran, except
for the limited activities such as its nuclear program expansion, re-designating the Atomic Energy
Organization of Iran, and placing new limits on Iran's nuclear program.2 US furthermore, sanctioned
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an international network Global Vision Group a Russian based company3, through which the Iranian
regime and Russia were providing millions of barrels of oil to the Assad regime.4
The re-imposition of US sanctions has come in the background of independent verification of Iran's
compliance with the 2015 Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) nuclear deal. According to
Washington, the sanctions will help to counter Iranian regime’s activities by blocking their financing
of terror, and address Iran’s proliferation of missiles and other advanced weapons systems that
threaten peace and stability.5
However, some countries namely, China, India, South Korea, Turkey, Italy, Japan, Greece and
Taiwan are getting temporary waivers for importing oil from Iran which will expire in a few months
as US is sending a very clear signal that whoever does business with Iran and bypasses US will face
equal consequences from Washington.
As a result of the US sanctions, the value of Iranian national currency has significantly fallen while
inflation has increased and oil exports have gone down. Due to the sanctions, there is an increase in
nationwide strikes and protests, while there is also a shortage of medicine. Washington is calling this
just the beginning and that Tehran should not doubt its seriousness. For Washington, America’s
commitment to the Iran strategy will now be executed outside of the JCPOA.6
Iran on the other hand believes that US is trying to orchestrate discontent in the population as a way
of destabilizing Iran and its regime. The Trump administration is trying to encircle Iran from every
corner targeting its regime. It is clear that the administration wants to drive a wedge between Iran's
leadership and the Iranian people with the potential goal of regime change.7
The larger question is: Will Iran be isolated in the wake of US sanctions?
The idea of isolation of Iran remains challenged at many levels. The oil that Iran produces can be
brought back into the markets through alternative means, especially by corporations and companies
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in Asia and other parts of the world which hold no direct links with US. Similarly, the mode of
payments and purchases can be changed and done in alternative currencies like Yuan.
Additionally, European Union is working hard to maintain the Iran nuclear deal that US pulled out of
in 2017. Despite having a close alliance with United States, European Union issued a strong rebuke
upon announcement of the sanctions. Furthermore, the European Union has decided to set up a
new mechanism to enable legal trade with Iran without encountering US sanctions.8
Russia and China along with other European countries have joined hands with the EU to install a new
mechanism called "Special Purpose Vehicle" (SPV) in order to dodge the US sanctions imposed on
Iranian. The SPV is a financial mechanism that would allow economic operators to pursue legitimate
business with Iran.9 Similarly, India is engaged with the European Union to find an alternative around
the sanctions as well. 10
For many international commentators, Trump policies will ultimately make US more isolated as it
has set aside diplomacy in dealing with Iran. Furthermore, the re-imposition of US sanctions on Iran
increases the feeling of insecurity for countries not complying to demands by Washington. Through
the sanctions, US is not only trying to bully Iran, but is also doing the same to the international
community by threatening to impose sanctions on the countries that wish to do business with Iran.
Moreover, Washington has also shown that any agreements with US in future cannot be trusted to
hold.
The antithesis however, remains, that Iran has survived through an earlier spell of sanctions in 2012
at a time when US and its policies had greater support from other world powers as compared to the
recent actions taken by the Trump administration.
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